On the basis of the McWhorter interface states model the CCD charge loss is derived as a function of bias charge, signal charge and channel width. As opposed to existing models, the charge loss is now attributed to interface states in the entire gate area, even for high bias charge levels. Experimental confirmation of the novel model is presented.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The occupancy of interface states in a two-phase CCD is discussed first, and an expression is derived for the incremental remaining charge, which is the charge loss per storage gate. Then experimental data are presented, followed by a discussion of the obtained results.
We will confine ourselves to n-channel CCD's, but an extension of the model to p-channel devices is straightforward. where Vth, N c and kT have their usual meaning, n is the volume concentration of electrons at s the Si/SiO 2 interface and E the energy, measured downwards with respect to E cg(E,t,x) can be conceived as the probability that an interface state at energy E, position x and time t is occupied by an electron.
The steady-state solution of (2) In the steady-state situation EQ (ns) forms the boundary of the filled interface states.
Secondly, in the time interval that no mobile charge is present below the gate, net emission takes place, which tends to empty all interface states with an emission time constant:
Because in a two-phase CCD both these mechanism~ are effective during half a clock period, the mechanism with the shortest time constant (the net capture), will finally dominate.
It follows that the occupation function at the end of the storage of one of an infinitely long string of charge packets Qb +Qs' is approximately equal to the steady-state occupation function. Consequently, the fil]ed interface states obey:
A schematical representation of (6) The occupancy of interface states during a clock cycle is the result of two competing mechanisms. First, from solution of (2) it follows that in the storage mode a net capture of charges occurs, which forces the interface states occupancy to converge to the steadystate situation with a time constant~eff(E,x):
FIGURE I Interface states occupancy described by (6) . Open and black dots indicate empty and filled interface states.
Upon transfer of Qb +Qs to the adjacent storage gate, net emission starts and after the transfer has been enabled during a time t', all interface states with emission time constants
Tem (E,x) < t' have been released their charge, while states with Tem (E,x) • t' remain filled.
The emission line x e (t',E) 2'5 , which connects interface states of equal emission time constants t', can be considered then as the boundary between filled and empty states. From (5) it follows that Xe(t',E ) is given by: EQ(ns) < E < EQ(nb) and
kT or E > EQ(nb) and
The interface states occupancy described by (9) is depicted in fig. 3 .
In case again a step signal Qb +Qs is applied to the CCD, the occupancy as described in (8) is reached again and an amount of charge, corresponding to the dotted area in fig. 3 is lost. Assuming a density of interface states Experimentally, AQR can be determined from charge loss measurements.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In fig. 4 the CCD response on a step signal Qb +Qs alternated with m bias charge packets Qb is depicted. The charge loss A, which is the total charge deficit in the leading pulses of i the step signal , is equal to the incremental remaining charge below all individual gates in the entire CCD. Using a modified pseudo-onephase clocking scheme 2, the time which is available for charge transfer from the DCstorage gate to the pulsed storage gate, the transfer time t', can be varied independently.
Measuring A as a function of t', the observed 
